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Goldman Sachs Group slammed the door on U.S. clients hoping to invest in a private offering
of shares in Facebook Inc., because it said the intense media spotlight left the deal in danger
of violating U.S. securities laws.
Goldman’s decision to allow only non-U.S. investors to buy shares in the social-networking site
is a black eye for the Wall Street firm, which sent jealous rivals scurrying for look-alike deals
when the Facebook agreement surfaced two weeks ago.
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The change could damage Goldman’s ties to some of its most lucrative clients, left emptyhanded just as they were deciding whether to invest in Facebook, clients say.
Facebook executives were frustrated by the headache of restructuring the deal at the last
minute, according to people familiar with the situation. But the private offering of as much as
$1.5 billion in Facebook shares remains on track.
Over $7 billion in orders have poured in from foreign investors, or more than $4 for every $1
in shares being sold, according to people familiar with the situation. While high-profile U.S.
investors would have been another seal of approval for Facebook, a person close to the
company said it is comfortable with a heavier-than-expected concentration of non-U.S.
investors. About 70% of the site’s users live outside the U.S.
The Palo Alto, Calif., company had already attained a $50 billion valuation, solidified by a $500
million direct investment Goldman itself made in Facebook with Russian investment company
Digital Sky Technologies, the knowledgeable people said. The $1.5 billion is being raised on
top of that investment.
In a statement Monday, Goldman said the offering was rejiggered after the New York
company “concluded the level of media attention might not be consistent with the proper
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completion of a U.S. private placement under U.S. law.” The decision, made last week and
announced to clients starting Sunday night, wasn’t “required or requested by any other party,”
Goldman said.
Under an SEC rule known as Regulation D, private placements like the Facebook deal “cannot
be the subject of advertising, general promotional seminars or public meetings in connection
with the offering.”
Rules outside the U.S. governing private placements are less strict about publicity as long as
the deal is offered to individuals and institutions that qualify as “professional investors.”
Goldman likely won’t come under fire in foreign markets for the hype that has accompanied
the offering.
Goldman was extraordinarily tight-lipped about the Facebook offering. Handpicked clients
approached about investing were repeatedly warned not to publicly disclose details about the
deal. But some details leaked out anyway, including the disclosure in one offering document
that Facebook intends to go public or start reporting financial results by April 2012.
Executives at Goldman were especially rattled by speculation that the firm itself could hedge
its investment or conduct other financial transactions around the deal that its clients couldn’t,
said a person familiar with the situation.
That wasn’t allowed under terms of the deal, this person said. But Goldman officials worried
that the rumors left the securities firm potentially vulnerable to lawsuits or a regulatory
crackdown unless U.S. investors were blocked from investing.
Goldman also barred the firm’s partners around the world from investing in Facebook.
Company officials decided that non-U.S.-based partners also should be excluded so that all its
partners are treated equally, said a person familiar with the matter.
An SEC spokesman declined to comment Monday. SEC officials are examining whether the
deal should be deemed a public offering, according to people familiar with the discussions,
though the agency doesn’t explicitly approve or reject private placements while they are being
pitched to potential investors.
In the worst-case scenario, if the SEC deemed the private placement improper, it could try to
force Goldman to buy back all the shares it sold, after the deal is completed. If the investment
lost value, angry Goldman clients could claim that the swirl of attention meant that the way
the shares were sold—in a so-called special-purpose vehicle—essentially amounted to a public
offering, exposing the firm to losses from lawsuits, people familiar with the matter said.
If the SEC found the deal inappropriate, it could also require Facebook to begin reporting
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financial results in public filings immediately, a step that Facebook has indicated it would do by
April 2012.
Goldman has been leery of attracting the SEC’s scrutiny ever since the agency last year
accused the Wall Street firm of fraud for creating and marketing a particular financial
instrument. In July, Goldman settled the suit for $550 million, conceding it made mistakes in
handling the deal, and executives have been toiling to repair the company’s reputation.
“In the post-crisis world, Wall Street firms don’t want to get too close to the line,” said Clayton
Rose, a professor of management practice at Harvard Business School.
A Facebook spokesman directed questions about the deal to Goldman. The social-networking
site’s executives blame Goldman for the mess but decided to proceed with the deal anyway,
according to people familiar with the matter. The infusion will give non-U.S. investors about a
10% combined stake in Facebook, including 8% held by DST.
After wrestling over what do, causing a delay in completion of the offering, Goldman officials
began alerting clients of its decision Sunday at about 11 p.m., calling potential investors in
Asia, and then clients in the Middle East and Europe. Most U.S. clients clamoring for a piece of
the Facebook deal were told Monday, according to people familiar with the situation.
“They’re still committed to doing the deal at the original size,” said one Goldman client in the
U.S. who was contacted by the firm Monday morning. “It’s a very hot deal,” and now many
investors feel “left out.” Goldman sales officials each called dozens of U.S. clients that
expressed interest in Facebook.
In its statement, Goldman said it “regrets the consequences of this decision, but we believe
this is the most prudent path to take.” A person familiar with the offering said non-U.S. clients
are being told how many Facebook shares they will get—and to pony up their money by the
end of this week.
Other terms of the deal remain unchanged, including the minimum investment of $2 million
and a requirement that the Facebook shares be held until 2013.
—Anupreeta Das contributed to this article.
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